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Abstract 

 
The purpose of this article is to analyze the Opera legacy of Giacomo Puccini from the standpoint of 

practical vocal pedagogy, which, according to the authors, is necessary for the formation of vocal and per-
forming skills of young singers of the academic direction. The authors suggest a historical overview of the 
main works of the composer in this genre, based on the study of their vocal characteristics, and the author 
reveals the features of his unique Arioso-recitative style. Various research methods (the aesthetic, vocal-
technical and methodological analyses in particular) reveal that the works by G. Puccini are of particular 
significance for the development of vocalists‟ singing breath, musicality, imaginative thinking, mastering 
of the technique of cantilena, continuous legato (as the basis of bel canto), improving the timbral colours 
of the voice, its dynamic nuances, developing the right senses of agogics. 

The above is confirmed by the analysis of the peculiarities of performance technique and interpreta-
tion of one of the composer‟s most famous works for the tenor voice – Calaf‟s aria “Nessun dorma” from 
the opera “Turandot” (which was the main subject of this study).  

 
Keywords: vocal art, Opera legacy, Giacomo Puccini. 
 
 

Introduction 
 
In December 2018, it was the 160th anniver-

sary of the birth of the outstanding world com-
poser, the author of great opera masterpieces, the 
brilliant melodist Giacomo Antonio Domenico 
Michele Secondo Maria Puccini (1858-1924). 
An opera composer in the best sense of the word, 
Giacomo Puccini brilliantly continued and de-
veloped the traditions of Giuseppe Verdi (1813-
1901) in the Italian musical theatre. However, 
the significance of his activity has an independ-
ent value1 (Barabanov, 2008; Danilevich, 1969; 

                                                           
1  See Dzhakomo Puchchini (Giacomo Puccini, in Rus-

sian). Retrieved June, 26, 2020 from: https://music.e-
publish.ru/p317aa1.html. 

Puccini, 2020). According to researchers of the 
composer‟s work, music historians I. V. Nestiev 
(1966) and L. V. Danilevich (1969), he is rightly 
considered a representative of verismo in opera, 
and also researchers observe the influence of im-
pressionism in his works2 (Barabanov, 2008; 
Danilevich, 1969; Puccini, 2020; Gobbi, 1989). 

Among the vast heritage of G. Puccini, rep-
resented by works of different genres, received 
the highest recognition for his twelve operas. 
Puccini himself spoke of a unique passion for 
this genre: “God touched me with his little finger 
and said, “Write for the theater and only for the 

                                                           
2  See Dzhakomo Puchchini (Giacomo Puccini, in Rus-

sian). Retrieved June, 26, 2020 from: https://music.e-
publish.ru/p317aa1.html. 
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theater” (Puccini, 2020). 
Having received his education at the Milan 

Conservatory, the composer created a one-act 
Opera “Le Villi” (1883) in order to participate in 
the competition. A few years later, he wrote the 
Opera „Edgar”, commissioned by the publisher 
Giulio Ricordi, which was staged in Milan in 
1888. Despite certain fame, these works were 
still only a specific step to the success that bro-
ught him completed in 1893 “Manon Lescaut”. It 
marked the beginning of the long-term work of 
G. Puccini with regular librettists Luigi Illica and 
Giuseppe Giacosa. 

The subsequent Opera “La Boheme” (1896) 
made the composer famous throughout the 
world, and it is still one of the most recurrent 
repertories. “Tosca”, which premiered in 1900, 
also became a masterpiece. On February 17, 
1904, opera “Madame Butterfly” was shown at 
La Scala, but this performance did not have the 
success accompanied previous productions. Af-
ter a significant revision of the work and with a 
different cast of performers, a new, now trium-
phant premiere of the same opera took place in 
May of the same year. 

The next work – “La fanciulla del West” - 
was published only in 1910. G. Puccini himself 
sometimes referred to it as his most powerful 
creation. The composer also tried to turn to an-
other popular genre of the time – operetta, but 
without achieving the desired result, he revised it 
into the Opera “La rondine”, staged in 1917. 

After reviewing a variety of themes and 
subjects, including works of Russian literature by 
Lev Tolstoy and Maxim Gorky, Giacomo Pucci-
ni came up with the idea of creating a triptych – a 
three-part cycle of operas in the style of the Pa-
risian Grand Guignol (horror, sentimental trage-
dy and farce). It includes the dramatic Opera “Il 
tabarro”, the lyric Opera “Suor Angelica” and 

the comic Opera “Gianni Schicchi”. The last of 
them, delivered in 1918, received the greatest 
popularity. 

Being terminally ill, Puccini is working on 
the last monumental Opera-the legend “Turan-
dot” based on the play by C. Gozzi. It was inten-
ded to be large-scale and multi-faceted (Plot-
nikova, 2015), but death prevented its comple-
tion. The composition, finished by F. Alfano, 
was based on existing sketches by G. Puccini, 
was staged in 1926 at La Scala. 

 
Theoretical Framework 

 
Even today, the works of the Italian Master, 

especially “La Boheme”, “Tosca” and “Madame 
Butterfly”, are among the most popular in thea-
tres in many countries of the world. Without de-
tracting from the merits of other outstanding 
composers of the early twentieth century, we 
note that Giacomo Puccini is undoubtedly one of 
the most brilliant opera melodists. We can surely 
talk about the creation of G. Puccini‟s unique 
Arioso-recitative style, rich in terms of the possi-
bilities of melodic development that he discov-
ered. Its features are: 
 the inseparability of action and music, the 

composer had almost no overtures (example 
1 – Introduction to the Opera “Tosca”); 

 melodic richness and ingenuity (examples 
2, 3); 

 using “Puccini‟s octaves”; 
 some other “favourite” stylistic features (for 

example, when performing vocal parts in 
the tempo often used by the author – An-
dante sostenuto, a certain delay in the last 
beat of bar is typical as in Pinkerton‟s Ario-
so from the third act of the Opera “Madame 
Butterfly” (“Addio, fiorito asil!”) or in the 
famous aria of Calaf from the Opera “Tu-
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randot” (example 2); 
 a rich harmonic language in which the reso-

lution of D (the dominant) in S (the sub-
dominant) instead of T (the tonic), parallel 
fifths and other features can occur (example 
1 and example 3). Starting with harmonies 
in the spirit of late romanticism, the compo-
ser gradually brought his style closer to the 
impressionistic manner, taking from Debus-
sy and Ravel such stylistic features as paral-
lelisms of seventh chords, whole-tone 
scales, and quart combinations based on the 
pentatonic scale; 

 bright timbral solutions in the spirit of the 
Impressionists, unusual playing with the or-
chestral colours, the use of acoustic effects 
that create the illusion of a multidimension-
al space. 
Besides, the very choice of libretto contrib-

uted to the vivid manifestation and development 
of the psychological component of the charac-
ters. 

All of the above mentioned explains the ab-
solute value of the composer‟s opera heritage in 
vocal performance practice, for the development 
of the voices of opera singers and the improve-
ment of their vocal and technical potential. This 
is also facilitated by: 
 smoothness and flexibility of beautiful mel-

odies; 
 an abundance of tempo deviations even in 

relatively small fragments of solo numbers 
(for example, in Cavaradossi‟s aria “E luce-
van le stelle...” from the third act of the 
Opera “Tosca”); 

 ease of performing melodic intervals, allow-
ing you to maintain an accurate vocal posi-
tion and to practice the techniques of por-
tamento to move from lower to higher so-
unds of the range; all that is an essential 

component of the Italian singing school. 
From the vocal-technical and vocal-perfor-

ming point of view the works of Puccini are use-
ful for: 
 development of singing breathing; 
 development of musicality and imaginative 

thinking; 
 mastering the technique of cantilena, long 

legato as the basis of bel canto; 
 improving the timbral qualities of the voice; 
 developing a sense of dynamic nuances and 

contrasts; 
 development of correct senses of agogics. 

 
Methodology 

 
Based on the methodological traditions es-

tablished in Russian musicology, we can refer to 
the general principles of Russian vocal pedagogy 
(Dmitriev, 2000; Morozov, 2008). Nevertheless, 
in any case, we take into account the basic prin-
ciples of Italian vocal school (Miller, 2002; Zai-
tov, 2016). In this article, we use the vocal-tech-
nical analysis, as well as vocal-performing anal-
ysis of the famous operatic solo fragments. We 
believe G. Puccini‟s operas to be very useful for 
the development of “aesthetic perception”, inclu-
ding “psychological mechanisms of influence of 
performing art, being poly-artistic at its core” 
(Aryabkina, Spiridonova, Kapranova, Savadero-
va, & Mayorova, 2019). On the other hand, these 
materials could help to develop “the methodical 
readiness of future music art teachers for their 
further professional activity” (Ovcharenko, Mat-
veieva, & Chebotarenko, 2020). 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
Let us take a closer look at the vocal-techni-

cal features of the performance of the most fa-
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mous in the tenor repertoire – Calaf‟s Aria “Nes-
sun dorma” from the Opera “Turandot” (exam-
ple 2). 

The Aria is written in the key of G-dur, sat-
urated with a rich palette of harmonic colours. 
The impression of eastern languor, refinement 
and elegance in the composition largely deter-
mines the scale-harmonic features. A long-sus-
tained organ point on the G-dur triad, combined 
with a colourful chromatized minor seventh 
chord, creates an impression of static, which is 
overcome later by an intense melodic develop-
ment based on consecutive turnovers leading to a 
powerful culmination. The composer‟s favourite 
tempo, Andante sostenuto, suggests the singer 
have a flexible and extended breath and to per-
form some delay on the last beat of bar – in this 
case, on the fourth. The range of the aria suppos-
es the singers to have free mastering of high tes-
situra (long-lasting high tenor notes “a” and “h”) 
and contains almost no low notes, that last is typ-
ical of the composer‟s creative handwriting. 

After the short one-bar introduction, during 
which one may inhale through the nose due to 
the rather slow tempo, there is followed in melo-
dy, starting with “d”, by an octave movement 
down. It is recommended not to make a too ex-
plicit piano, and when going down, even taking a 
breath, be sure to maintain a high position of so-
und retrieving. Next – for the sound “d” (Prin-ci-
pe-ssa) and the sound “b” (fred-da), you should 
perform a barely noticeable delay, in accordance 
with the style of the composer. Of course, here 
and further it is necessary constantly monitor the 
performance of the “infinitely” flowing melodic 
line, absolutely smooth “horizontal”. 

The sounds of “fis” in the next bar (Guardi 
le stelle) should be softly covered. Crescendo 
and diminuendo in these two bars must, of co-
urse, be emphasized, but gently and unobtrusive-

ly. Diminuendo on the phrase “e di speranza” 
and the accent on the syllable “di”, that last in 
itself does not carry a semantic load, ultimately 
come from the stylistic intent of the composer. 
Here this is about Calaf‟s secret hope for the re-
alization of a cherished dream. Ritenuto at the 
end of the corresponding bar should be useful to 
relieve any tension in the vocal apparatus and 
take a full breath before the first tessiturally diffi-
cult part of the aria. 

Specifying a tempo before subsequent bars 
indicates that the performer should return to the 
original tempo, but not to the original emotion. 
The variable size, which is often the case with 
Puccini, in the second bar of this fragment, re-
flects the development of the emotional image, 
some agitation. The tenuto signs above the notes 
“e” and “fis”, unfortunately, are not always exe-
cuted by singers. Here, perhaps, this is justified 
by the steady progressive movement of music. 
Notice the ascending melodic moves to be per-
formed as free as possible, without extra load, 
while maintaining the absolute evenness of the 
eighth durations. 

Professional ability to quickly and accurate-
ly take a good breath before the next high-tessi-
tura phrase allows to do it after the words No, no 
(notes “d” and “e”) before the words “sulla tua 
bocca”. Moreover, the corresponding notes have 
the tenuto signs. Here the vocal apparatus should 
be absolutely relaxed, free, and the larynx should 
be without any overloads, larynx position re-
mains unchanged. At the same time the root of 
the tongue, taken back and down (of course, tak-
ing into account the individuality of the perform-
er) should provide the comfortable formation of 
the cavity over the vocal cords in the larynx be-
fore performing the phrase “sulla tua bocca lo 
diro”. Similarly, one needs to perform the phrase 
“Dilegua, o notte! Tramontate, stelle!” in the se-
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cond high-tessitura part of the aria. For a long 
enough fermata on “e” (splen-dera), you can take 
a breath before the corresponding word. 

The next phrase (“Ed il mio baccio sciogli-
era il silenzio, che ti fa mia...”) should be sung 
very warmly and soulfully, as this makes the 
very important figurative and semantic load, the 
accent on the note “b” (che ti...) can be, tradi-
tionally, supplied by a fermata. In our opinion, 
the last one is justified in its form and style. 

Then the orchestral playing (in the perfor-
mance the choir sings here) allows the vocalist to 
“rest” and prepare for the second high-tessitura 
part of the aria – “Dilegua, o notte! Tramontate, 
stelle!...”. Before this part, one allows a fairly 
slow and calm inhale (we are not just talking 
about a deep breathing, but about the so-called 
low breathing, the mechanism of which ensures 
the correct performance of works by G. Puccini, 
G. Verdi and other “powerful” opera compos-
ers). Notice that the expressiveness of the delays 
on the last beats of the measures Puccini twice 
emphasized by the indication poco rit.  

The caesura for taking breath before the 
words “All‟ alba vincero...” is mandatory, since 
we are before the most difficult part of the aria. 
Long-time fermata on note “e” is not recommen-
ded for those, who are still mastering the aria, 
just to save energy. 

The crescendo molto indicated in the next 
bar, as well as the increasing sonority of the or-
chestra, should in no case provoke the singer to 
over-amplify the sound of “d”. This is not an ap-
propriate case. Only the “concentration” of reso-
nator sensations and the use of the resonator ca-
pabilities of a specific “singing device” should 
take place here, without forcing the sound, the 
last one necessarily prevents the free out to the 
performance of the upper “h”. 

The final three bars of the aria are the most 

difficult ones for singers. After performing “d”, 
the melody ascends to “g”. This is the sound that 
largely determines the “success” of the coda. As 
shown by the long-term practice of many great 
singers (remember, of course, L. Pavarotti), with-
out a full-fledged performance of the so-called 
covered sound on the “g”, the work of the voice 
apparatus here, as in the majority of other exam-
ples, will not be built correctly. In our opinion, of 
course, the Russian term “cover-up” is not very 
successful, but there are no other suitable com-
monly accepted terms. Unfortunately, there is no 
such thing. 

Of course, before the final “Vincero” 
should take a good breath, but here we are faced 
with a vocal “trick”. In contrast to the generally 
accepted transfer of a sounding consonant (in 
this case – n) to the next syllable (in this case – 
ce), performers “leave” n with the syllable vin, 
forming the vowel e (the sound “h”) immediately 
in the next high sound position after the conso-
nant c. At the same time, the rule of retention of 
the unchanged position of the larynx (see above 
– about the root of the tongue) and a wide-open 
pharynx is unshakeable. 

Further, the success of fermata on “h” and 
the duration of free “a” is determined by the 
quality of the technology of singing breathing 
(namely, singing exhalation) and, of course, re-
quires sufficient professionalism. 

Of course, the Calaf‟s Aria, that we have 
analyzed, should not be performed by junior stu-
dents of vocal universities, and it may be rec-
ommended not to all tenors in senior courses. 

Giacomo Puccini‟s music makes high de-
mands on the performers of the central opera 
parts. For example, the challenging party of Cio 
Cio San assumes the female singer has powerful, 
technically equipped soprano (dramatic, lyric 
dramatic, lyric powerful), and, at the same time, 
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the ability to possess a vast dynamic range of a 
singing voice - from the delicate pianissimo to 
dramatic fortissimo. Moreover, one needs the 
ability timbral convincingly convey the enor-
mous range of feelings and emotions. The stage 
image of Cio Cio San is also very demanding: 
the necessary combination of a fragile and deli-
cate appearance with a powerful voice is very 
rare. It is inexcusably not to mention as other 
examples: the parties of Rudolph in “La Bo-
heme” and Pinkerton in “Madame Butterfly”, 
which assume exclusively free and “literate” up-
per sounds from the performing tenor, etc. 

 
Conclusion 

 
So, we believe that G. Puccini‟s operas are 

very useful for the development of musical cul-
ture both for listeners and music teachers as a 
“school of melody”. 

Opera singer, opera soloist, is a specific 
profession that requires a whole set of special 
data and constant complex work on yourself. 
Therefore, in such a responsible matter as the 
education of an opera artist, the works of G. 
Puccini could have a significant impact on the 
students. Puccini demonstrates the unity of 
word, music and vocal technique in the struc-
ture of Opera (Prikhodovskaya, 2010). The ac-
tivity of vocal directions in music universities, 
and the Faculty of Arts of the Chuvash State 
University named after I. N. Ulyanov (Semkin, 
2016), in particular, on the effective introduc-
tion of the vocal heritage of the world-recog-
nized genius G. Puccini into teaching and per-
forming practice, will undoubtedly contribute to 
raising the level of vocal-performing culture in 
the modern musical life of both the Chuvash 
Republic and Russia. 
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the ability to possess a vast dynamic range of a 
singing voice - from the delicate pianissimo to 
dramatic fortissimo. Moreover, one needs the 
ability timbral convincingly convey the enor-
mous range of feelings and emotions. The stage 
image of Cio Cio San is also very demanding: 
the necessary combination of a fragile and deli-
cate appearance with a powerful voice is very 
rare. It is inexcusably not to mention as other 
examples: the parties of Rudolph in “La Bo-
heme” and Pinkerton in “Madame Butterfly”, 
which assume exclusively free and “literate” up-
per sounds from the performing tenor, etc. 

 
Conclusion 

 
So, we believe that G. Puccini‟s operas are 

very useful for the development of musical cul-
ture both for listeners and music teachers as a 
“school of melody”. 

Opera singer, opera soloist, is a specific 
profession that requires a whole set of special 
data and constant complex work on yourself. 
Therefore, in such a responsible matter as the 
education of an opera artist, the works of G. 
Puccini could have a significant impact on the 
students. Puccini demonstrates the unity of 
word, music and vocal technique in the struc-
ture of Opera (Prikhodovskaya, 2010). The ac-
tivity of vocal directions in music universities, 
and the Faculty of Arts of the Chuvash State 
University named after I. N. Ulyanov (Semkin, 
2016), in particular, on the effective introduc-
tion of the vocal heritage of the world-recog-
nized genius G. Puccini into teaching and per-
forming practice, will undoubtedly contribute to 
raising the level of vocal-performing culture in 
the modern musical life of both the Chuvash 
Republic and Russia. 
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Appendix: 
 

Example 1.  
The first bars of the Opera “Tosca” are a small introduction. 
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Example 2.  
Aria of Calaf from act 3 of the Opera “Turandot”. 
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Example 3. 

The end of the final number “Te Deum” (the act 1 of the Opera “Tosca”). 
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